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Anna Marie Roos

When the Ashmolean Museum was established in Oxford in 1683, it 
became the first purpose built scientific research ‘institute’ in any European 
university. For not only did it house Ashmole’s collections, but also had an 
equipped laboratory for experiments in physics and chemistry, and an area 
for giving lectures and addresses.

The history of the Ashmolean Museum in its formative period is well 
known, analysed by scholars such as Arthur MacGregor who noted, ‘there 
is evidence for much industry in the Ashmolean during its early years, 
with Plot and his assistant Edward Lhwyd, cataloguing the complete col-
lection and seeing to its administration according to the rigorous series of 
statutes drawn up by Ashmole’.1 The Oxford Philosophical Society which 
met in the Ashmolean Museum during Plot’s tenure was also a sister soci-
ety to the Royal Society, regularly giving the Royal Society accounts of the 
scientific proceedings of Oxford’s ‘ingenious assembly’, which discussed 
problems of meteorology, physiology, chemistry, and mineralogy.2 Plot’s 
colleague Martin Lister told him in a letter of October 1683, ‘I can assure 
you the best of our Entertainment [in the Royal Society] . . . was your 
Letter. Your new Oxford Society will be of great use, it will excite this other 
here, and emulation is the great promoter of learning’.3 In this manner, 

1 Arthur MacGregor, The Ashmolean Museum (Oxford, 2000), p. 10
2 See R. T. Gunther, ed., Dr. Plot and the Correspondence of the Philosophical Society of 

Oxford, vol. 12, Early Science in Oxford (London, 1939, repr. 1968).
3 Bodl. MS Ashmole 1813, fol. 64r.
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162 History of Universities

Plot became familiar with experiments being done at the Royal Society, 
experiments which he himself was also performing.

As the eighteenth century saw the demise of the Oxford Philosophical 
Society, the end of Lhwyd’s tenure, as well of the seventeenth- century 
‘Scientific Revolution’, many scholars assumed that the natural philo-
sophical scene in England declined. But was this true? Not particularly. 
Nicholas Tyacke has called attention to the distinguished contributions of 
Astronomer Royal James Bradley to Oxford’s programme in natural phil-
oso phy, as well as ‘Oxford’s involvement with all three of the Pacific voy-
ages of Captain James Cook’ later in the century.4 The eighteenth- century 
Royal Society has also been characterised as moribund.5 Richard Sorrenson 
has noted this unedifying impression stemmed from the belief that the 
Royal Society failed to match the standard that Newton had set in the 
Principia; from negative opinions voiced by the Society’s critics such as 
John Hill; and from the popularity of Babbage’s Reflection on the Decline 
of Science in England (1830).6 As an example, George Rousseau’s survey of 
English science in the eighteenth century heavily relies on satirists such as 
Swift, Steele, and Hill to conclude that the Society ‘from 1680 to 1780 
fared ingloriously, except during Newton’s presidency’.7 The Royal Society 
in the eighteenth century in fact manifested considerable strengths in 
natural history and technological innovation.8

The same assumptions have been made about the eighteenth- century 
Ashmolean Museum, its keepers assumed to be not the calibre of a lumi-
nary like Lhwyd.9 And it is indeed true that Lhwyd’s successor David Parry 

4 Nicholas Tyacke, ‘From Studium Generale to Modern Research University: Eight 
Hundred Years of Oxford History’, in History of Universities 36, nos. 1–2 (2017): pp. 209 
and 212.

5 For instance, David P. Miller, ‘Into the Valley of Darkness: Reflections on the Royal 
Society in the Eighteenth Century’, History of Science 28 (1989): pp. 155–166.

6 Richard Sorrenson, ‘Towards a History of the Royal Society in the Eighteenth Century’, 
Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London 1 (1996): pp. 29–46. George Rousseau, The 
Notorious Sir John Hill: The Man Destroyed by Ambition in the Era of Celebrity (Bethlehem, 
PA, 2016); Charles Babbage, Reflections on the Decline of Science in England and on Some of 
its Causes (London, 1830). See the special issue ‘Did the Royal Society Matter in the 
Eighteenth Century?’, British Journal for the History of Science 32 (1999): pp. 130–222. See 
also H. Lyons, The Royal Society 1660–1940: A History of its Administration and Charters 
(Cambridge, 1994), pp. 159–196.

7 George Rousseau, ‘The Eighteenth Century: Science’, in The Eighteenth Century, edited 
by Pat Rogers, The Context of English Literature Series (London, 1978), p. 158.

8 Geoffrey Cantor, ‘The Eighteenth Century Problem’, History of Science 20, no. 1 (1982): 
pp. 44–63.

9 This is even true of the webpage at the Ashmolean Museum dedicated to its history: ‘The 
Museum went through an unsettled period where the quality of the collections and rationale 
of its displays began to be increasingly criticised. In the mid 18th century an audit of the 
Ashmolean collections revealed the extent of decay and loss of original specimens . . . In 1823 
the fortunes of the Ashmolean collections began to change for the better under the reforming 
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163‘Keeping’ Natural Philosophy Alive in Eighteenth-Century Oxford

(keeper 1709–14) did not contribute to the Ashmolean’s illustrious 
seventeenth- century beginning; he was generally to be found ‘lounging 
around in the inns, so that one scarcely ever meets him in the Museum’.10 
Parry was, however, unpaid, and Thomas Hearne (bap. 1678–1735) the 
Oxford antiquarian, diarist and notoriously conscientious nonjuror, was a 
bit more charitable in his diary entry of 11 December 1714:

Yesterday died Mr David Parry, MA & Keeper of the Ashmolean Museum. 
he was a Man of good Natural Parts & of a strong Constitution, and have 
travelled with Mr Lhwyd & being well versed in the Welch & Irish Language 
he was able to have carried on Mr Lhwyd’s great Designs; but being a perfect 
Sot he shortened his Days, being just turned of thirty.11

However, this paper will focus upon two keepers after Perry, oft forgotten, 
that were important to promoting natural philosophy, and promoting it 
well in Oxford in the unloved eighteenth century: John Whiteside (1679–
1729) and William Huddesford (1732–1772). Whiteside, elected keeper 
on 14 December 1714, was a member of Christ Church and clergyman, a 
keen and talented astronomer, an FRS, and Edmond Halley communi-
cated two of his astronomical observations to the Royal Society. Huddesford 
was also not only a significant natural historian, but an antiquarian who 
we have to thank for preserving the early modern archives in the natural 
sciences, and for shaping our own views of the history of science.

Why would a discussion of antiquarianism be relevant in an essay about 
natural philosophy in eighteenth- century Oxford? Although antiquarian 
pursuits had been perceived in previous historiography as being counter to 
‘science’ as knowledge ‘based on things rather than words’, in fact, in the 
first half of the eighteenth century, the two pursuits were intimately inte-
grated.12 As I have noted elsewhere, the early ‘Royal Society was . . .  
involved in projects that integrated natural history and antiquarianism, 
particularly before the establishment of the Society of Antiquaries in 1717’. 13 
Antiquarianism was ‘cognate with natural history at the very least in the 

stewardship of brothers John and Philip Duncan’. See ‘History of the Ashmolean’, Ashmolean 
Museum, Oxford, 12 July 2018, https://www.ashmolean.org/history- ashmolean.

10 Arthur MacGregor, The Ashmolean Museum: A Brief History of the Museum and its 
Collections (Oxford, 2001), p. 10.

11 Hearne V, p. 5.
12 Anna Marie Roos, ‘Afterword: Dismiss the Antiquary at your Peril’, Journal for 

Eighteenth- Century Studies 43, no. 4 (December 2020): p. 526. This is part of a special issue 
on the interconnections between natural philosophy and antiquarianism, titled ‘The Textual 
Network of Past and Nature: Intellectual Exchanges in Eighteenth- Century Britain’.

13 Roos, ‘Afterword’, p. 525.
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164 History of Universities

sense that the type of activity involved (field work, collection, display, 
classification) was of a similar character’.14

Antiquarianism and natural philosophy were also intertwined in 
astronomy and mathematics. Mathematician, astronomer, and antiquary 
Martin Folkes (1690– 1754), simultaneous president of The Royal Society 
and the Society of Antiquaries, promoted the admixture of natural phil-
oso phy and antiquarianism in both organisations because:

In the eighteenth century the ability to observe nature was thought to make 
natural philosophers well suited to understand the empirical details of 
ancient artefacts and how they were created. Naturalists, experimentalists, 
chymists and physicians of the early modern British world were also arch iv-
ists and antiquaries, and their work in the latter sphere was central to pros-
ecuting their work in the former.15

In his own work, Folkes produced a sterographic map of the Farnese globe, 
using his antiquarian knowledge and his knowledge of astronomy to argue 
that ‘the declination of the Arctic and Antarctic circles corresponded to a 
particular latitude for the observer whose observations were adopted by 
the sculptor; a detailed analysis of the globe would reveal the latitude and 
epoch for the observations incorporated in the globe. Folkes concluded 
that the globe dated to the time of the Antonine emperors’.16 Folkes may 
even have tried to amalgamate both the Royal Society and the Society of 
Antiquaries because he saw their intellectual activities as similar.17

Jeremiah Milles, in his presidential address to the Society of Antiquaries 
in 1781, remarked that ‘History, Science and Art may claim an equal share 
in the Attention and Labour of the Antiquary’, and I would claim, in the 
attention of the eighteenth- century natural philosopher, whether in the 
Royal Society, or indeed, in Oxford.18 Likewise, an analysis of the work of 
Whiteside and Huddesford demonstrates that we need to think  more 

14 Miller, ‘Into the Valley of Darkness’, p. 160; See also Rosemary Sweet, Antiquaries: The 
Discovery of the Past in Eighteenth- Century Britain (London, 2004).

15 Roos, ‘Afterword’, p. 526. See also Anna Marie Roos, Martin Folkes (1690–1754): 
Newtonian, Antiquary, Connoisseur (Oxford, 2021), p. 3. See also Vera Keller, Anna Marie 
Roos and Elizabeth Yale, ‘Introduction’, edited by Keller, Roos and Yale, Archival Afterlives: 
Life, Death and Knowledge- Making in Early Modern British Scientific and Medical Archives 
(Leiden, 2017), passim.

16 Kristen Lippincott, ‘A Chapter in the “Nachleben” of the Farnese Atlas: Martin 
Folkes’s Globe’, Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 74 (2011): pp. 281–99; Roos, 
‘Afterword’, p. 528.

17 The connections between the two organisations were analysed by George S. Rousseau 
and David Haycock, although my interpretation of Folkes is substantially different. See 
George S. Rousseau and David Haycock, ‘Voices Calling for Reform: the Royal Society in 
the Mid Eighteenth Century: Martin Folkes, John Hill and William Stukeley’, History of 
Science 37 no.118 (1999), pp. 377–406. 

18 Quoted in Joan Evans, History of the Society of Antiquaries (Oxford, 1956), p. 176.
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165‘Keeping’ Natural Philosophy Alive in Eighteenth-Century Oxford

about Georgian keepers of the Ashmolean as proper natural philosophers 
and antiquaries beyond the usual narratives of the ‘Scientific Revolution’, 
which premise an eighteenth- century decline. Their work tells against an 
historiographic assumption that this was the age in which the ‘two cul-
tures’ of the humanities and sciences split apart, never to be reunited.

JOHN WHITESIDE: A CONVIVIAL  
EXPERIMENTAL PHILOSOPHER

John Whiteside of Christ Church greatly contributed to the vibrancy of 
the Ashmolean Museum and to the natural philosophical culture of 
Oxford. Although John Keill (1671–1721) began teaching natural phil oso-
phy around 1700 and was succeeded by John Theophilus Desaguliers in 
1713, after a hiatus of three or four years Whiteside began to lecture on 
experimental philosophy, charging each student a guinea and a half for the 
course sequence. Despite the fact that he did not attain the post of Savilian 
Professorship of Astronomy, which went to John Keill in 1712 after John 
Caswell’s death, he was a serious candidate for it, having been supported 
none other than John Flamsteed. Flamsteed wrote on 5 July 1712 to 
Abraham Sharp,

Modest Mr Caswell is dead. Mr Keil gives out that he has his place, at quam 
dissimilis homo [but how different a man]. it was reported sometime that if 
he attained this preferement, he should marry Raymers daughter. [Edmond 
Halley or whom Flamsteed called ‘Raymer’ had two daughters, Katherine 
and Margaret, who at this date were in their twenties and both unmarried]. 
Raymer and he are both of the same principles and tis pity two houses 
should be troubled with them. But the Archbishop of Canterbury’s secretary 
[Thomas Tenison] was here last night and assures me the professorship is not 
disposed of so that I hope it will fall on one Mr Whitesides who is a very 
modest good man. and I hope will fill it and discharge his duty as he ought.19

In 1721, Whiteside was nominated for the professorship again after Keill’s 
term, though again was unsuccessful, the post going to the gifted James 
Bradley (1693–1762). The William Wake correspondence in the Christ 
Church archives shows one of the reasons for Bradley’s election was that 
Wake and his nephew Martin Folkes (1690–1754) who was on Royal 
Society Council supported Bradley for the post.20 Bradley was probably 
introduced to Folkes and Wake, as well as Newton and the powerful Whig 

19 Royal Society Library of London. MS 798.80, now MS 243, volume 2.
20 Martin Folkes to William Wake, 4th September 1721, Christ Church Library, Wake 

Letters 16, no. 82.
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166 History of Universities

factions that promised future openings to various offices of state through 
his wealthy uncle, the Reverend James Pound.21

As the son of a rather profligate and neglectful glazier, Whiteside did 
not have Bradley’s connections, and although he did not get the professor-
ship, he took his duties as Ashmolean keeper seriously.22 He had the 
‘Particular Room’ cleaned and decorated, and bought new scientific 
equipment, building a large collection of apparatus at his own expense, 
which by 1723 he valued at £400.23 One of these pieces was a clock from 
renowned maker George Graham who invented the mercury compensa-
tion pendulum; in a letter to Whiteside of 25 June 1720, Graham wrote 
that the precision clock he ordered was ‘eleven pounds’, and gave him 
instructions how to adjust it: ‘if you would at any time have it go by the 
stars, take notice how many revolutions of the nut are necessary for that 
purpose and note them down, and then you may ready alter it again to 
solar time. I think the design of the nut is about a second in 24 hours’.24

Whiteside also attempted to identify the sitters in several of the portraits 
in the Ashmolean collection, as much of the supporting manuscript evi-
dence that Elias Ashmole inherited from the Tradescants was either inten-
tionally destroyed or burnt when his rooms in the Temple caught fire in 
January 1679.25 The first keeper of the Ashmolean, Robert Plot (1640–96), 
had no definite information about the portraits when he made the first 
catalogue in 1683, only describing them as Pictura Excellentissimi Viri, so 
‘the large yellow- letter inscriptions put on some of them during the 
keeper ship of John Whiteside probably indicated the limits of the certain 
knowledge held in the beginning of the eighteenth century’.26 Whiteside 
also augmented the Museum’s book collection, buying the posthumous 
works of Jeremiah Horrox (1618–41), the first person to predict the transit 
of Venus accurately, and accepted donations of books from Richard Mead, 

21 John Fisher, ‘Conjectures and Reputations: The Composition and Reception of James 
Bradley’s Paper on the Aberration of Light with some Reference to a Third Unpublished 
Version’, British Journal of the History of Science 43, no. 1 (March 2010): p. 46.

22 Hearne had noted in his correspondence of 28 February 1729 that Whiteside’s rela-
tions had neglected him though he was such a true friend. BL MS Landsdowne MS 778/102, 
fol. 157.

23 Hearne VIII, p. 132 (15 November 1723): ‘Mr Whiteside said last Night that he values 
his Glasses and other Mathematical Instruments, which he keeps at the Ashmolean 
Museum, at four hundred Pound’. According to Hearne, on Whiteside’s death in 1729, the 
apparatus was bought by James Bradley for £170, though ‘Mr Whiteside several years agoe 
valued them at five hundred libs. and at last at eight hundred libs’ (Hearne X, p. 242 (13 
February 1729/30)).

24 Bodl. MS Ashmole 1820a, fol. 328.
25 Mrs. Reginald Lane Poole, ed. Catalogue of Portraits: in the possession of the university, 

colleges, city, and county of Oxford vol. 1 (Oxford, 1912), p. xxiii.
26 See Poole, Catalogue, pp. xxiii and 171.
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167‘Keeping’ Natural Philosophy Alive in Eighteenth-Century Oxford

Newton’s physician.27 He was also on the lookout for antiquities and 
manuscripts to add to the Ashmolean, often showing them to his close 
friend Hearne for his opinion over drinks in his college rooms or at local 
taverns.28 Whiteside assisted John Anstis (1669–1744) the Garter Knight 
of Arms, with his 1724 edition of Elias Ashmole’s Register of the Most Noble 
Order of the Garter (the Black Book of the Garter in the Royal Collection), 
providing Anstis a transcript of Ashmole’s marginalia in the black book 
and copying relevant heraldic figures.29

Whiteside attempted to recreate and augment the fossil collection as 
well, accepting specimens from Arthur Charlett, the Master of University 
College, and answering his queries about their presence in Edward Lhwyd’s 
field guide to fossils, the Lithophylacii Britannici.30 Hans Sloane was in 
frequent contact, asking Whiteside to show visitors the revived Lhwyd 
collection, including introductory letters for luminaries such as German 
physician Mattias Ernst Boretius (1694–1738) who introduced Smallpox 
vaccine to Prussia, and the son of Swiss naturalist and fossil expert Johann 
Jakob Scheuchzer (1672–1733).31

Whiteside tried to supplement and organise the numismatics collection 
as well, accepting donations and creating an ‘Account of Coins missing 
before the year 1715’.32 As MacGregor indicates

The coins, no doubt stored in cabinets with temptingly accessible trays, 
proved particularly vulnerable to theft: several annotations refer to coins lost 
in this way, while a note in Whiteside’s hand refers to his discovery that 40 
of the original 90 links in the gold chain given by the Elector of Brandenburg 
to [Elias] Ashmole and bequeathed by him to the Museum in 1692 had gone 
missing.33

In the coin catalogue we see Whiteside’s annotations that indicated that he 
also attempted to republish significant seventeenth- century works in nat-
ural history, such as Lister’s Historiæ Conchyliorum [History of Shells, 

27 Bodl MS Ashmole 1820a, fol. 323. Letter from Mead to Whiteside, 12 March 1721/2.
28 See for example Hearne VII, p 43.
29 John Anstis, The Register of the Most Noble Order of the Garter (London, 1724). Bodl. 

MS Ashmole 1820a, Letters of Anstis to Whiteside, 16 October 1719, 18 May 1721, fols 
316–319.

30 Bodl. MS Ashmole 1820a, fol. 299.
31 Bodl. MS Ashmole 1820a, fol. 312, 6 April 1723, letter from Sloane to Whiteside 

concerning Scheuchzer; Bodl. MS Ashmole 1820a, fol. 331, 1 August 1721 from Sloane to 
Whiteside, where he mentions ‘Mr Boretius’.

32 ‘Account of coins missing’, AMS 21, MS Ashmole 1821, Ashmolean Museum. Hearne 
indicated that Whiteside accepted ‘three or four’ brass coins of Victorinus from Mr Brooke 
of Brasenose College. (Hearne VIII p. 338 (13 March 1721/2)).

33 Arthur MacGregor with M. Mendonça, M. and J. White, ed., ‘The Book of the Vice- 
Chancellor, AMS 9,’ in Manuscript Catalogues of the Early Museum Collections 1683–1886, 
Part 1 (Oxford, 2000), p. 67.
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168 History of Universities

1685–92]. Whiteside wrote: ‘We whose Names are underwritten do hereby 
give leave to Mr Whitesid[e] to make use of Dr Lister’s Copper Plates and 
to take off a Number of Copies, not exceeding thirty, or his History of 
Shells’.34 Fletcher Gyles (d. 1741), a bookseller in Holborn and treasurer of 
the charity school in Hatton Garden, indeed published the thirty copies 
under Whiteside’s inspection to meet the demands of natural philo sophers, 
but as we will see, it was not until 1770 that keeper William Huddesford 
published a substantive new edition of Lister’s work.35

Whiteside’s ambition to do a short run of Lister’s work pointed to his 
interrelated interests in natural history, numismatics, and antiquarianism. 
Antiquarianism consisted of those scholars who considered the landscape 
and chorography in their analysis of ancient objects and buried artifacts. 
Royal Society fellows, for instance, applied the methods of the antiquary 
to natural history, and in particular to the study of fossils and geology. In 
a lecture to the Royal Society, Robert Hooke remarked:

There is no Coin can so well inform an Antiquary that there has been such 
or such a place subject to such a Prince, as these [fossil shells] will certify a 
Natural Antiquary, that such and such places have been under the Water, 
that there have been such kind of Animals, that there have been such and 
such preceding Alterations and Changes of the superficial Parts of the Earth. 
And methinks Providence does seem to have design’d these permanent 
shapes. As Monuments and Records to instruct succeeding Ages of what 
past in preceding [ages].36

The work of a natural historian, in Hooke’s eyes, was similar to that of an 
antiquary in studying man- made objects.

It was so much so in Whiteside’s case, that in what I think is the only 
known portrait of him, he was affectionately satirised for his antiquarian 
interests by engraver George Vertue (1684–1756) in an etching and engraving 
of the tavern ‘Antiquity Hall Suburbanum Oxon’, c.1720 (Fig. 7.1).37

Although Vertue did not sign this work, it is commonly accepted as part 
of his oeuvre, and purportedly done at his and Bishop Thomas Tanner’s 
expense; Tanner at the time was also a canon of Christ Church.38 Whiteside 
was portrayed along with Hearne and the great palaeographer and Anglo- 
Saxonist Humphrey Wanley (1672–1726), and the tavern, on the western 

34 AMS 21, MS Ashmole 1821, Ashmolean Museum, fol. 1r.
35 Notice of Gyles’ publication can be found for instance, in the advertisements at the 

back of Thomas Pagett’s An Essay on Human Life (London, 1734), backmatter.
36 Robert Hooke, The Posthumous Works of Robert Hooke (London, 1705), p. 321; 

Martin J. S. Rudwick, Earth’s Deep History: How it was Discovered and Why it Matters (Chicago 
and London, 2014), p. 48.

37 British Museum Images, no. 1850, 0223.676.
38 Joseph Skelton, ‘Antiquity Hall’, in Oxonia antiqua restaurata (Oxford, 1823), vol. 2, 

n. p.
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169‘Keeping’ Natural Philosophy Alive in Eighteenth-Century Oxford

edge of Oxford near Rewley Abbey, was one that the trio frequented. In 
August 1718, Hearne recorded that at this tavern there were ‘many young 
Gentlemen of Christ Church’ who ‘are studious of our Antiquities, and 
sometimes I meet them there’.39 Indeed, Vertue portrays one young man 

39 Hearne V, p. 216 (24 August 1716).

Fig. 7.1 George Vertue, Antiquity Hall Suburbanum Oxon, etching and engraving, 
ca. 1720, 280x216 mm. British Museum, Registration number: 1850,0223.676
(© The Trustees of the British Museum)
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170 History of Universities

in academic dress outside the ‘Hall’, awaiting his fellow academic to stroll 
up the path.

Vertue was a friend of Whiteside and Hearne, having visited Whiteside 
in 1722 at the Museum to examine items in the library such as ‘A Catalogue 
of Curiosities pictures, etc’ and asking him by post to secure a copyist for 
its contents, closing with his regards to ‘Mr Hearne when you See him.’40 
At the same time, Hearne recorded in his diary that Vertue was at the 
Ashmolean to collect ‘the Heads of all the famous Painters and Ingravers, 
in order to set out a Book of them,’ and that he also came to Oxford to 
show Hearne the preparatory sketches he had made for the Oxford 
Almanac of 1723 (Vertue engraved the Oxford Almanacs from 1723–51).41 
Vertue also engraved a full- length portrait of Hearne in 1723, portraying 
him as a compact man in his plain black gown of office, so the trio was well 
mutually acquainted.

In his satiric print, Vertue represented Antiquity Hall as an ancient site 
and archaeological reconstruction of interest to antiquaries.42 On the top 
of the engraving three separate views are presented as if drawings pinned 
to a wall: ‘The Plan of the Hall with the Tesellated Floor’ representing a 
floor of sheep’s bones mistaken by Hearne for an ancient mosaic; the gate-
way to the hall, a ‘hole in the wall’ labelled Propylaeum; and three men 
arm- in- arm (Humphrey Wanley, Thomas Hearne and John Whiteside) 
outside the Sheldonian Theatre), and of course, the hall coat of arms, dis-
playing three tankards, and the brewery behind, labelled the Zythepsarium.

Some of the iconography of this print is a parody of the commonplace, 
as the public house had been commonly known as ‘the hole in the wall’ 
due to its narrow doorway.43 However, some of the print satirised current 
scholarly controversies. The tessellated floor of sheep bones referred to an 
article Hearne wrote about a Roman tessellated mosaic found at Stonesfield, 
Oxfordshire in 1715 which ‘excited an unusual amount of interest amongst 
the members of the Royal Society’, such as Edmond Halley.44 Hearne 
subsequently visited the site, which he called Stunsfield, many times, and 
he commissioned an engraving of the mosaic from the Oxford university 

40 Bodl. Ashmole 1820a, Letter from Vertue to Whiteside, 26 September 1722, fols 
212–213.

41 Hearne VIII, p. 376 (24 June 1722). The Oxford Almanacs were annual broadsides 
published by Oxford University Press since 1674. Vertue’s plans for his book came to naught, 
but Horace Walpole ultimately produced the work: A catalogue of engravers, Who have been 
born or resided in England; digested by Mr Horace Walpole from the mss of Mr George Vertue 
(Strawberry Hill, 1763).

42 David Alexander, ‘George Vertue as an Engraver’, The Walpole Society 70 (2008), 
p. 295.

43 Skelton, ‘Antiquity Hall’, vol. 2, n. p.   44 Sweet, Antiquaries, p. 183.
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171‘Keeping’ Natural Philosophy Alive in Eighteenth-Century Oxford

engraver Michael Burghers.45 Initially, Hearne thought it was the floor of 
a medieval manor house, the central figure portraying St. George and the 
Dragon, but eventually convinced himself the pavement was Roman and 
the figure Apollo. His views were in opposition to the received and correct 
opinion (such as by scholar Merton fellow John Pointer) that it was instead 
Bacchus riding on a panther. Their debate was notorious, even reaching 
intellectual circles abroad, and was remarked upon by Thomas Warton 
(1728–1790), historian of English poetry, in his parody of Oxford life: 
A companion to the guide, and a guide to the companion (1760).46

that laborious Antiquarian, Mr Thomas Hearn, one evening, suffered him-
self to be overtaken in Liquor. But it should be remembered, that this 
Accident was more owing to his Love of Antiquity than of Ale . . . the Kitchen 
where He and his Companion were sitting, was neatly paved with Sheep’s 
Trotters . . . his Friend . . .  artfully observed, that the Floor . . . was no less than 
an original tessellated Roman Pavement. Out of respect to Classic Ground, 
and on recollection that the Stunsfield Roman Pavement, on which he had 
just published a Dissertation, was dedicated to Bacchus, our Antiquary 
chearfully complied . . . he fell to his knees, and kissed the sacred earth, on 
which he was obliged to repose for some part of the evening.47

Warton then notes that Hearne was conducted back to Edmund Hall by 
two of his companions, who were Wanley and Whiteside. George Vertue 
would later publish an engraving of the Stonesfield mosaic himself in 1725 
for the Society of Antiquaries, so he was undoubtedly familiar with this 
archaeological discovery that informed his satiric print.

Although busy with antiquities and apparently with taverns, in 1715, 
Whiteside extended his natural philosophical syllabus by adding architec-
ture, magnetism and astronomy to the standard topics of mechanics, 
hydrostatics, pneumatics and optics. Whiteside’s lecture syllabus shows 
that whilst he used the diagrams from other popular coffeehouse lectures 
series, including those of Francis Hauksbee and William Whiston, his 
lectures did have the distinction of being comprehensive, clear, and reso-
lutely Newtonian.48 He used many of the same analogies that Newton did 
himself; for example, centripetal force was described by Newton and 

45 See Thomas Hearne, ‘A Discourse Concerning the Stunsfield Tessellated Pavement’, 
in The Itinerary of John Leland the Antiquary, vol. 8 (Oxford, 1712), pp. viii, vii–xxxv.

46 See Joseph Levine, ‘The Stonesfield Pavement: Archaeology in Augustan England’, 
Eighteenth- Century Studies 11, no. 3 (Spring 1978): pp. 340–362.

47 [Thomas Warton], A companion to the guide, and a guide to the companion: being a 
complete supplement to all the accounts of Oxford hitherto published (London, 1760), p. 21.

48 The plates in Francis Hauksbee’s and William Whiston’s Course of Mechanical, 
Magnetical, Optical, Hydrostatical, and Pneumatical Experiments and ‘Mr Whiteside’s 
Syllabus’, MS Bradley 48, Bodleian Library, are identical.
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 subsequently by Whiteside as the gravity whereby a body tends to the 
centre of the earth, the magnetic force (vis magnetica) whereby iron seeks 
the centre of a magnet, and the force, whatever it be, by which planets are 
retained in their orbits.49 Whiteside also went beyond Whiston and 
Hauksbee’s coffeehouse lectures designed for the practical mechanic or the 
interested member of the public, giving a more extensive and entertaining 
background to Oxford students about the history of science. For example, 
he included in his lecture about specific gravity the brief history of Hiero 
of Syracuse and his relationship with Archimedes, including an enu mer-
ation of Archimedean treatises and the famous Eureka story related by 
Vitruvius.50 James Bradley later had the good sense to use Whiteside’s 
popular syllabus of a Course of Mathematical Lectures and Experiments 
when he himself lectured in the Old Ashmolean, gathering a large follow-
ing of students.51

Whiteside also became a close colleague of Edmond Halley, sharing 
astronomical observations he made on 22 April 171552 in King’s Walden 
near Hitchin, Hertfordshire of the first total solar eclipse that London had 
seen for 500 years. Halley hoped to be able to ‘measure the eclipse, which 
would enable him to predict the trajectory and timing of future ones more 
accurately’, and he did so in an early form of citizen science, soliciting data 
from the public.53 Halley ‘caused a small Map of England, describing the 
Tract and Bounds’ of the Eclipse ‘to be dispersed all over the Kingdom’, 
with a ‘Request to the Curious to observe what they could about it, but 
more especially to note the Time of Continuance of total Darkness’, 
which, Halley believed, ‘required no other Instrument than a Pendulum 
Clock with which most Persons are furnish’d’.54

Daybreak on 22nd April saw Halley ‘on top of the Royal Society’s head-
quarters in Crane Court’, with several telescopes, a quadrant of 30 inches 
at its radius ‘exceeding well fixt with Telescope Sights’, and a pendulum 
clock.55 Attending Halley were other Fellows of the Society, as well as 

49 D. T. Whiteside, ed., The Mathematical Papers of Isaac Newton, vol. 6 (Cambridge, 
2008), p. 95. John Whiteside, ‘Philosophical Lectures, ca. 1720’, GB 12 MS. Add.6301, fol. 7v. 
Cambridge University Library.

50 Whiteside, ‘Philosophical Lectures, ca. 1720’, fol. 63r.
51 R. T. Gunther, ed., Oxford Colleges and Their Men of Science, vol. 11 of Early Science in 

Oxford (Oxford, 1937), p. 399.
52 Julian calendar dating; in the Gregorian Calendar utilised today, it was 3 May 1715.
53 Pamela Hunter, ‘A Calculation of the Great Eclipse of the Sun by William Whiston, 

1715’, in Through the Years: Tales from Hoare’s Bank Archive, Volume Two, edited by Pamela 
Hunter (London, 2018), p. 110.

54 Edmund Halley, ‘Observations of the late total eclipse of the sun on the 22d of April 
last past, made before the Royal Society at the house in Crane Court in Fleet- Street London’, 
Philosophical Transactions 29, 343 (1714): pp. 245–246.

55 Hunter, ‘William Whiston’, p. 110; Hunter, ‘William Whiston’, p. 110.
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representatives from several European scientific societies such as ‘Monsieur 
le Chevalier de Louville and Mr Monmort, both of them Members of the 
Royal Academy of Sciences of Paris’, the first who had come purposely to 
observe the Eclipse and to take measurements of sunspots.56 Between six 
and seven minutes past eight, Halley detected a ‘small Depression made in 
the Sun’s Western Limb’.57 Over the next hour he and his fellow watchers 
‘observed, calculated, noted and observed again as the sun steadily 
disappeared’.58 Shortly after, Halley announced that the eclipse was total: 
‘This Moment was determinable with great nicety, the Sun’s light being 
extinguish’d at once; and yet more so was that of the Emersion, for the Sun 
came out in an Instant with so much Lustre that it surprized the Beholders, 
and in a Moment restored the Day’.59

Although Halley had good weather, other observers outside of London 
were not so fortunate.60 Dr Keill at Oxford saw nothing distinctly but the 
end of the eclipse due to cloud cover, and Roger Cotes’s view at Cambridge 
was, according to Halley, ‘opprest by too much Company’, Cotes entirely 
missing the beginning of the occultation.61 As Halley had hoped, though, 
some of the best accounts and calculations were forwarded on to him from 
other parts of the country, including those of John Whiteside who Halley 
described in the Philosophical Transactions as a ‘skilful math em at-
ician . . . who observed . . .  that the total eclipse continued by 3 m. 52s’. 
With Whiteside’s observation, Halley was able to calculate the exact dur-
ation of the eclipse and its progress, remarking ‘this is the first eclipse of 
this kind that has been observed with the Attention the Dignity of the 
Phaenomenon requires’.62

Whiteside would assist Halley again, but this time in investigating the 
causes of meteors and aurora borealis, and it surprisingly came out of one 
of Whiteside’s lectures in undergraduate physics at Oxford. In investiga-
tion the origins of these phenomena, Halley considered the work of 
Aristotle in his Meteorology and Pliny in his Natural History who had trad-
ition al ly attributed meteors or fireballs, along with thunder and lightning 
strikes to the ignition of sulphureous vapours in the atmosphere. The 
source of the vapours came from subterranean caves and generated min-
erals. Early modern German and Swedish mining literature also implicated 
ore exhalations due to these vapours (called witterung) as causes of thunder 
and lightning; Martin Lister (1639–1712), naturalist and FRS, even went 
further and in his 1684 work De Fontibus attributed the sulphureous 

56 Halley, ‘Observations’, p. 251.   57 Halley, ‘Observations’, p. 247.
58 Hunter, ‘William Whiston’, p. 110.   59 Halley, ‘Observations’, p. 247.
60 Hunter, ‘William Whiston’, p. 110.   61 Halley, ‘Observations’, pp. 253–254.
62 Halley, ‘Observations’, p. 255.
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174 History of Universities

steams to come from iron pyrites, or ferrous sulphide.63 Robert Boyle 
argued that the subterranean heat observed during the winter was caused 
by steams of sulphur underground that were copious around mines, but 
he speculated ‘there may be probably very many [other places] that may 
supply the air with a store of mineral exhalations, proper to generate fiery 
meteors and winds’.64 Some writers like natural historian John Woodward 
‘argued that when these vapours saturate the air to a critical level’, consti-
tuting a kind of ‘Aerial Gunpowder’ which was the cause of lightning, 
thunder, and other atmospheric effects.65 Lightning does smell of sulphur 
(ozone), sulphur is an excellent insulator, and static electricity accumu-
lated on it discharges in electrical sparks toward proximate objects, all 
things which Halley perhaps considered when speculating about the ori-
gin of meteors being due to the lighting of atmospheric vapours.

In a paper of 1686, Halley established the altitudes for recent meteors as 
40 miles, which seemed to approach the effective limit of the Earth’s 
atmosphere.66 However, by 1714, Halley wondered how the vapours rose 
so high to cause meteors, noting in the Philosophical Transactions:

It may deserve the Honourable Society’s Thoughts how so great a Quantity 
of Vapour should be raised to the very Top of the Atmosphere, and there 
collected, so as upon its Accension or otherwise Illumination, to give a Light 
to a Circle of above 100 Miles Diameter . . . ‘Tis hard to conceive what sort of 
Exhalations should rise from the Earth, either by the Action of the Sun or 
subterraneous Heat, so as to surmount the extream Cold and Rareness of the 
Air in those upper Regions.67

Halley’s interest in atmospheric vapours as causes of atmospheric phenom-
ena was further piqued by the March 1715 display of aurora borealis. The 
early part of the century saw the end of the Maunder minimum, and 
London was ideally situated to observe aurorae.68 Halley noted that many 
compared the aurorae to the ‘Concave of the great Cupola of St Paul’s 

63 Christian Berward, Interpres phraseologiae metallurgicae (Frankfurt, 1684); Olaus 
Magnus, Historia Olai Magni Gothi Archiepiscopi Upsalensis . . . (Basel, 1567), book 6, chap-
ter 11. See also Frank Dawson Adams, The Birth and Development of the Geological Sciences 
(New York, 1938), pp. 301–30. Anna Marie Roos, The Salt of the Earth: Natural Philosophy, 
Medicine, and Chymistry in England, 1650–1750 (Leiden, 2007), pp. 68, 78, 83.

64 Robert Boyle, ‘An Examen of Antiperistasis’, in Robert Boyle, The Works, edited by 
Thomas Birch, vol. 2 (Reprint, Hildesheim: George Olms Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1966), 
p. 663, quoted in Vladimir Jankovic, Reading the Skies: A Cultural History of English Weather, 
1650–1820 (Manchester, 2000), p. 25.

65 Jankovic, Reading the Skies, p. 27.
66 Angus Armitage, Edmond Halley (London, 1966), p. 170.
67 Edmond Halley, ‘An Account of several extraordinary meteors or lights in the sky’, 

Philosophical Transactions 29 (1714–16): p. 160.
68 Mike Lockwood and Luke Barnard, ‘An Arch in the UK: Aurora Catalogue’, A & G: 

News and Reviews, in Astronomy and Geophysics 56 (August 2015): p. 4.26.
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Church, distinguisht with Streaks alternably Light and Obscure and hav-
ing in the middle a Space less bright than the rest, resembling the Lantern’.69 
He then said

wherefore casting about and considering what might be most probably the 
Material Cause of these Appearances; what first occurr’d was the Vapour of 
water rarified exceedingly by subterraneous Fire, and tinged with  sulphureous 
Steams, which Vapour is now generally taken by our naturalists to be the 
cause of Earthquakes. . . And as these Vapour are suddenly produced by the 
Fall of Water upon the nitro- sulphurous Fires under Ground, they might 
well be thought to get from thence a tincture which might dispose them to 
shine in the Night, and a Tendency contrary to that of Gravity.70

Halley then indicated that this process might have been akin to one of the 
demonstrations he saw Whiteside do in his course of physics at Oxford; 
Whiteside ignited gunpowder in vacuo in the receiver of an air pump, in 
the darkened basement of the Ashmolean Museum. Halley noted, ‘the 
Vapours of Gun- powder, when heated in Vacuo to shine in the Dark . . .  
ascend to the Top of the Receiver though exhausted’.71 Halley speculated 
if the glow left in the received after the explosion was a sort of incorporeal 
fire. As Beech noted, ‘it was presumably the demonstration that convinced 
Halley that flammable vapours could gather in the Earth’s upper atmos-
phere, and thereby cause the appearance of bright meteors (and possibly 
aurora)’.72

Another meteor arrived on 17 March 1719, streaking across the sky leav-
ing a orange trail, making no sound in London or Oxford, although for 
observers in Devon the flash was attended by a ‘Report of a very great 
Cannon, or rather of a Broad side, at some distance, which was soon 
follow’d by a rattling Noise, as if many small- Arms ad been promiscuously 
discharged,’ shaking ‘the Glass- Windows and Doors in the Houses’.73 
Whiteside also tracked the meteor from Oxford across the shoulder and 
belt of Orion to Canus major giving his calculations to Halley, as did other 
natural philosophers like Newton’s colleague, Nicolas Fatio de Dullier 
(1664–1753) who made his observations at Worcester. Their calculations 
indicated that the meteor was 74 miles high, and Halley ‘supposed that the 

69 Edmond Halley, ‘An Account of the Late Surprizing Appearance of the Lights Seen in 
the Air, on the Sixth of March Last; With an Attempt to Explain the Principal Phaenomena 
thereof . . . ’, Philosophical Transactions 29 (1714–16): on p. 407.

70 Halley, ‘An Account of the Late Surprizing Appearance of the Lights’, pp. 419–420.
71 Armitage, Edmond Halley, p. 172.
72 Martin Beech, ‘The Makings of Meteor Astronomy: Part VI’, WGN, the Journal of the 

International Meteor Organisation (1994): p. 52.
73 Edmond Halley, ‘An Account of the Extraordinary Meteor seen all over England, on 

the 19th of March 1718/9. With a Demonstration of the uncommon Height thereof ’, 
Philosophical Transactions 30 (1719): p. 988.
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176 History of Universities

heat of the previous summer may have raised much vapour from the earth; 
most of this would return as watery precipitation’.74 However, Halley 
wrote, the ‘inflammable sulphureous Vapours, by an instant Levity, have a 
sort of Vis centrifuga, and not only have no need of the Air to support 
them, but being agitated by Heat’, would ascend in the Air pump and 
‘sublime to the top of the Receiver. . . the Experiment first shewn me by the 
Reverend Mr Whiteside, and was very lately made before the Royal 
Society’.75 (Whiteside had been elected FRS on 3 July 1718 in Halley’s 
presence,76 and Hearne reported that Whiteside went to London by 
Haynes’s Flying Coach about ‘ordinary Business relating to his 
Experiments’.77) Halley speculated that the matter that comprised the 
meteor was collected from the earth’s surface, raised about the limits of the 
atmosphere, and coalesced, lying ‘like a Train of Gunpowder in the ether, 
until catching fire by some internal Ferment as we find the Damps in 
Mines frequently do’, the flames would spread quickly. 78 The globe of fire 
that comprised the meteor represented a ‘successive kindling of new mat-
ter’. Unfortunately, Halley could not account for the sound of the meteor 
as it travelled through space, as Whiteside’s experiments with gunpowder 
in vacuo revealed there was no sound emitted.

Considering Whiteside’s gunpowder experiments, it was not surprising 
that he also improved the delivery of chemistry provision at Oxford, an 
extracurricular course based on practical application and of particular 
interest to budding physicians.79 In 1690, the first professor of chemistry 
Robert Plot resigned the curatorship of the Ashmolean to Edward Lhwyd, 
and the chemistry professorship went to Edward Hannes, a physician. 
Hannes gave no lectures, moved to London, and the professorship of 
chemistry lapsed in 1692. Nonetheless, the laboratory in the Ashmolean 
still functioned for a time under the chemical operator Christopher White 
and his sons, and ‘the physicians John Freind and Richard Frewin succes-
sively assumed the title of Ashmolean professor’.80 Chemistry was, how-
ever, still extracurricular, and even when the Newtonian John Keill offered 

74 Armitage, Edmond Halley, p. 172.
75 Halley, ‘An Account of the Extraordinary Meteor’, p. 989.
76 Royal Society Library, MS/CMO/2/278.
77 Hearne VIII, p. 326 (30 January 1724/5).
78 Armitage, Edmond Halley, p. 173.
79 John Whiteside, ‘A Course of Chemistry begun March 21 1719/20’, Bodl. MS Ashmole 

1820a. For a more detailed analysis of early chemistry at Oxford and Whiteside’s role, see 
Anna Marie Roos, ‘Chymical Teaching in Early Modern Oxford: From Wilkins to Whiteside’, 
John Wilkins: New Essays, edited by William Poole (Leiden, 2017), pp. 219–238.

80 Anita Guerrini, ‘Chemistry Teaching at Oxford and Cambridge, Circa 1700’, in 
Alchemy and Chemistry in the 16th and 17th centuries, edited by Piyo Rattansi and Antonio 
Clericuzio (New York, 1994), p. 189.
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a chemistry course at Hart Hall from 1704 to 1709, its curricular plan 
extant in a manuscript fragment ‘De operationum chymicarum ratione 
mechanica’, he ‘emphasized the performance of specific chemical op er-
ations, rather than using chemistry as a basis for a wider theoretical discus-
sion of the nature of matter’.81

This emphasis on practical chemistry was one that continued into the 
1720s, demonstrated by Whiteside’s recently recovered notes in MS 
Ashmole 1820a (part of the ‘Reliquiae Lhwydianae’) Whiteside also was a 
practical chymist, offering specialised instruction in preparing compounds 
from the pharmacopoeia. His ‘Course of Chemistry’ commencing Monday 
21 March 1719/20, began prosaically in the morning with ‘The Furnaces 
shewn and explain’d’, continuing in the afternoon with ‘Experiments upon 
Alkali and Acids’; although there were few details, it is possible that basic 
principles between them discovered by Robert Boyle were enumerated, 
including the use of syrup of violets as a means of assessment (in ana chron-
is tic terms, a pH tester) as systematic use of colour indicators was common 
by the mid- eighteenth century.82 Certainly, however, by the end of the 
seventeenth century, there were three mineral acids known, the spirit of salt 
(hydrochloric acid); the spirit of nitre (nitric acid), and the spirit of sulphur 
(sulphuric acid), and alkalis were ‘identified by the effervescence they pro-
duced with acids’, the most common potassium carbonate produced by 
burning plants or made from deposits in wine barrels.83 Not surprisingly, 
on Tuesday, the students learned how to make some of these common acids 
and alkalis, including hydrochloric acid, which diluted was used as an 
aperi tif and to clean teeth, and sulphuric acid. Sulphuric acid was made out 
of copperas or crude ferrous sulphate, which in itself was made from pyrite 
ore. Making copperas was a vast industry in Britain in the early modern era, 
the ore coming from the Thames estuary, and from copperas one could 
make a variety of products including ink, sulphuric acid, hydrochloric and 
nitric acids, aqua regia, jeweller’s rouge and Venetian Red. Indeed on 
Tuesday afternoon, Whiteside had his students do just that. This first 
experiment concerned the distillaton of aqua fortis (sulphuric acid and 
nitric acid) and spirit of nitre (nitric acid).

Other preparations were made such as cutting guaiacum (wood of 
guaiacum officinale, a West Indian Tree), and shaving pieces of hartshorn. 
Guaiacum’s hot and drying properties were thought to be efficacious in 

81 Guerrini, ‘Chemistry Teaching’, p. 189. Keill’s lecture has been published in Anita 
Guerrini and Jole R. Shackelford, ‘John Keill’s De operationum chymicarum ratione mechan-
ica’, Ambix 36 (1989): pp. 138–142.

82 Robert Siegfried, From Elements to Atoms: A History of Chemical Composition 
(Philadelphia, 2002), p. 78.

83 Siegfried, From Elements to Atoms, p. 77
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178 History of Universities

treating syphilis as an alternative to mercurial preparations; the wood was 
ground and soaked in water in a 1:8 ratio and then boiled, the foam dried 
and used as medicine.84 Hartshorn was used to make sal volatile or smell-
ing salts, and was a chief source of ammonia. Ammonia salts were long 
known to restore consciousness, and theoretically, before oxygen was dis-
covered, atmospheric salts, usually nitrous or sulphureous, were believed 
to be the source of ‘life’s breath’. Sixteenth- century chemist and physician 
Johann Van Helmont believed that volatile salts composed the vital spirit 
or the breath of both animals and plants, which was resolved in the heart 
by fermentation into a salt air and enlightened by life. In other words, 
volatile salts were thought to compose a vital spirit made of arterial blood 
transformed in the heart by fermentation into a salt air that was expelled 
by breathing, the theoretical source of smelling salts.85

On Wednesday 23 March, students then took nitre or saltpetre and 
made it into sal prunella (potassium nitrite), a mixture of refined saltpetre 
and soda fused into balls to treat sore throats or to cure meat. They were 
also shown how to make the medicament Aethiops Mineral, a medicine 
that received its name from its dark colour, which was prepared from mer-
cury and sulphur ground together with a marble or glass mortar and pestle 
to a black powder. It was used to treat syphilitic sores and other skin dis-
orders. The laboratory experiments in Whiteside’s course at this point also 
became more intricate and dangerous, as they involved working with 
antimony to create its regulus.86 The regulus was metallic antimony 
reduced from stibnite with iron and nitre (saltpeter) and then cooled 
slowly under a thick slag or scoria. The use of iron in the reduction process 
produces iron sulphide, leaving the antimony free as metal to sink to the 
bottom (Sb2S3 + 3Fe ------> 2Sb +3FeS). The antimony with purification 
will produce a clear stellar pattern on its metallic surface. There was 
thought to be a mystical connection between the star- like pattern of the 
antimony regulus and the planets, an adaptation of what was known as the 
Paracelsian gamahey. Paracelsus theorised that gamahey, or formed stones 
resembling animals, were formed under the influence of a certain constel-
lation, whose virtue it bore.87 Because cups made of antimony that were 
filled with wine used as a medical emetic seemed to display endlessly 
potent qualities, it was thought the antimony drew down the power of the 
stars. The regulus of antimony also combines easily with gold and was 

84 Laura McGough, Gender, Sexuality, and Syphilis in Early Modern Venice: The Disease 
that Came to Stay (New York, 2010), p. 72.

85 See Roos, The Salt of the Earth, p. 49.
86 Whiteside, ‘A Course of Chemistry begun March 21 1719/20’, fol. 309.
87 Paracelsus, Opera omnia, medico- chemico- chirurgica, tribus voluminibus comprehensa 

(Geneva, 1658), p. 502.
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important to the refining of the metal, so its chemical secrets were also 
considered prerequisite to creating the Philosopher’s stone itself.

Whiteside had his students concentrate, however, not on chrysopoeia, 
but upon the medical uses of antimony as emetics, making antimonial 
cups, tinctures, and glass of antimony. He was probably influenced by 
Basil Valentine’s The Triumphal Chariot of Antimony (1604), which popu-
larised the use of antimony and its use in medicine.88 On that Wednesday 
afternoon of 23 March 1719/20, Whiteside’s students made the regulus 
and the next day, the students made Vitrum Antimony (glass of antimony): 
they first calcined it at high heat and ground it. Then, ‘A crucible with 
calcin’d Antimony was put into the furnace, and in about 1/2 hour it 
became a transparent red mixture, as we found by dipping the Iron Rod 
into it, and taking up a little at the end of it’. Whiteside’s students again 
used stibnite; the stibnite was ground and then slowly calcined at high 
heat. The remaining antinomy calx or oxide was then vitrified in a wind 
furnace, and usually it was poured into a wide flat dish of metal, generally 
copper or brass, where it quickly quench cooled, resulting in the amorph-
ous ‘glass’.89 In Whiteside’s case, the iron rod served the same purpose. On 
the last day of the course (30 March 1719/20), simpler procedures were 
employed as a variety of medical tinctures, tonics, and cathartics were 
made by placing the active ingredient whether myrrh, succini (amber), 
aloes, or croci (saffron) in spirit of wine, which was ‘then set upon the sand 
heat for several days’.90

After all of his contributions to the promotion of antiquarianism and 
natural philosophy, Whiteside had a sad end, falling from a horse during a 
visit to his parish in Hertfordshire resulting in a ‘mortification of his scro-
tum’, though he blamed his illness and jaundice on ‘drinking a pretty deal 
of bad small beer’.91 He died in Oxford on 22 October 1729. Whiteside 
was clearly missed by his colleagues and students. The obscure but compe-
tent George Woodward of Magdalene College in his Poems on Several 
Occasions (1730) wrote commemorative verse upon his decease:

88 George Wilson gives Lockyer’s recipe for his Pilula Radiis Solis Extracta in his Compleat 
Course of Chemistry (London, 1700), pp. 103–104.

89 Harold Rawson, Inorganic Glass- Forming Systems (New York, 1967), pp. 203–204; 
Lawrence Principe, ‘ “Chemical Translation” and the Role of Impurities in Alchemy: 
Examples from Basil Valentine’s Triumph- Wagen’, Ambix 34 (1987): p. 22.

90 John Whiteside, ‘Course of Chemistry’, MS Ashmole 1820a, fol. 310. (A sand bath, or 
balneum siccum is a common piece of chymical equipment made from a container filled 
with heated sand to provide even heating for another container.)

91 ‘John Whiteside’, ODNB. Hearne X, p. 215. BL Landsdowne MS 778/96, fol. 147, a 
volume of letters by Thomas Hearne, has more particulars concerning Whiteside and the 
manner of his death.
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Who now shall give Mysterious Nature Laws,
And from Effects deduce the hidden Cause;
Who now shall by Experiment declare
To wondering Youth, the Nature of the Air?
Who now shall teach why lighter Parts ascend,
And grosser Bodies to the Centre tend?
Why round the Sun still other Suns advance,
Fix’d and unerring in their Mystick Dance?
Since He is gone, who shew’d these settled Rules,
The Lamp of Science, and the Pride of Schools!92

Whiteside however had worse luck to have his death remembered in verse 
by the obscure but incompetent Samuel Catherall of Oriel College, who 
not only published an ‘artistically uninteresting and unexplorative’ Essay of 
the Conflagration in blank verse in 1720,93 but penned these lines in a letter 
to Thomas Hearne commemorating Whiteside:

Is Whiteside dead? To other Worlds he’s flown
Intelligent of this. Hear Nature Groan
Through all her works. Empyreal Air he draws
Wond’ring and soaring far about Mechanical Laws:
He drinks his Nectar now, not Cat[te] Street mild;
He thinks poor Sam a babe, and Hearne a Child.
Eclipses now will show themselves in Vain
   And Lettered youth of their sad Loss complain94

THE HUDDESFORD DYNAST Y

After Whiteside’s death, Hearne refused to take his post as Ashmolean 
Keeper because as a non- juror, he would not swear an oath of allegiance. 
Sadly, the next Keeper, George Huddesford (Keeper 1732–1755), proved to 
be an unfortunate choice, probably because he was overextended, serving as 
president of Trinity College at the same time (1731–76), and for two years 
of his keepership, Vice- Chancellor of Oxford. George Huddesford also was 
distracted by his keen involvement in both university and local politics. In 
the 1754 county election, he publicly upbraided fellows of the Whig 
Common Room in Exeter College in his Speech to Convocation. Members 
of Exeter opened the college doors to Tory voters who in their attempts to 

92 George Woodward, ‘On the Death of Mr Whiteside Experimental Philosopher in 
Oxford’, Poems on Several Occasions (Oxford, 1730), p. 185.

93 William Poole, The Worldmakers: Scientists of the Restoration and the Search for the 
Origins of the Earth (Oxford, 2010), pp. 168–169.

94 Samuel Catterall to Thomas Hearne, 2 November 1729, Bodl. MS Rawlinson 4.41.
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get to the polls, were blocked by the Whig supporters in the streets.95 
Editorials in the London Evening Post, a massive pamphlet war, and a 
motion for public libel followed.96 During this period, potential bene-
factors, such as Sir Hans Sloane, one of the founders of the British Museum, 
were turned away from the Ashmolean and the museum declined.97 
Huddesford did, however, have the prescience to place his capable son, 
William, into the next Keepership upon his own retirement in 1755.

William Huddesford (1732–1772; Keeper 1755–1772) unlike his father 
earnestly applied himself to the post. He received his love of antiquities 
from Thomas Warton, Professor of Poetry and of Ancient History, and 
Poet Laureate who also inspired scholars such as James Merrick, James 
Dallaway, and William Lisle Bowles.98 Having begun his post when the 
museum was in decline, he ‘immediately set to work to re- form the geo-
logical collections which were in disarray and to lay the foundations of 
new collections’.99 With the help of valuable older contacts, such as the 
Cornish antiquary and clergyman, William Borlase (1696–1772), the 
younger Huddesford acquired new objects, catalogued the collections and 
added to the library. ‘Borlase gave his important collection of mineral 
specimens and antiquities to the museum, which encouraged other collec-
tions such as fossils from Joshua Platt and material from the Welsh nat ur-
al ist, Thomas Pennant’.100 In doing so, Huddesford wished to repair the 
reputation of the Museum, so ‘it did not appear the nasty confused heap 
of trifles it had been invidiously represented to be’.101

Huddesford also searched out new manuscript collections of past donors 
to the Ashmolean, such as those of Martin Lister and Lhwyd. On 20 July 
1758, Emanuel Mendes Da Costa (1717–91), botanist, malacologist and 
antiquarian, wrote Huddesford, that ‘about a year ago at a sale of a gentle-
man’s effects, who it seems was a distant relation of Dr. [Martin] Lister’s, 

95 ‘Trinity College’, in A History of the County of Oxford: Volume 3, the University of 
Oxford, edited by H. E. Salter and Mary D. Lobel (London, 1954), pp. 238–251.

96 See for instance, A Defence of the Rector and Fellows of Exeter College, from the 
Accusations brought against them by The Reverend Dr Huddesford, Vice- Chancellor of Oxford . . .  
(London, 1754); Informations and Other Papers Relating to the Treasonable Verses Found at 
Oxford, July 17. 1754 (Oxford, 1755).

97 MacGregor, The Ashmolean Museum, p, 29; ‘History of the British Collections: The 
Eighteenth Century’, British Archaeology at the Ashmolean Museum, 25 November 2020. 
http://britisharchaeology.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/history- 18thcentury.html

98 ‘Trinity College’, pp. 238–251.
99 Bryn Roberts, ‘Memoirs of Edward Lhwyd, Antiquary and Nicholas Owen’s British 

Remains’, National Library of Wales Journal 19, no. 1 (1975): p. 74.
100 ‘History of the British Collections: The Eighteenth Century’, http://britisharchaeol-

ogy.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/history- 18thcentury.html
101 ‘Letter from Huddesford to Emanuel Mendes Da Costa, 30 November 1757’, in 

John Nichols, ed., Illustrations of the Literary History of the Eighteenth Century, vol. 4 
(London: Nichols, 1822), p. 456.
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there were found put up in band- boxes, confused like waste paper, several 
bundles of Dr. Lister’s papers, consisting. . . of letters from several learned 
men to him. . . All these papers were bought by, and are now in the custody 
of Dr. John Fothergill’.102 Fothergill (1712–1780) was an English phys-
ician, Quaker, and F.R.S. who in his leisure time did studies of conch ology 
and botany, so he had an interest logically in the manuscript collection. 
Fothergill subsequently informed Huddesford by letter that he bought the 
papers which ‘had been thrown aside in the dirt as wast[e] paper’ to save 
them from annihilation in the ‘pastrycooks oven’.103 The papers were not 
only letters but also a ‘collection of many, (not all) of the drawings of the 
Land Snails. They are coarsely done, but extensive’.104 Fothergill wrote 
that he should not ‘detain a treasure in my hands, that I cannot enjoy, 
merely on speculation that I may enjoy it in some future period’.105 He 
also lamented that he should ‘never have the leisure to peruse them’, and 
wondered ‘what to do with them?’106 Fothergill then mused that he ‘had 
best give them to some public Body—either to the Universities or to the 
Royal Society’, asking Huddesford ‘What dost Thee think?’107 Huddesford 
quickly replied, ‘You ask Dr an interested Man. I say to the University of 
Oxford and to the Ashmolean therein. But I will give you a reason also—
The Papers consist of letters to . . .  Lister . . .  a very great Benefactor’.108

These were the papers of Martin Lister (1639–1712), the first scientific 
arachnologist and conchologist, who entrusted his daughters Susanna and 
Anna with illustrating his landmark Historiae sive synopsis methodica 
Conchyliorum, assembled between 1685 and 1692. (second edition, 1692–
1697). This first comprehensive study of conchology consisted of over 
1000 copperplates portraying shells and molluscs that Lister collected 
from around the world, as well as an appendix of molluscan dissections 
and comparative anatomy.109 Papers and correspondence of Edward 
Lhwyd, the second keeper of the Ashmolean were also in the collection.

102 ‘Letter of Emanuel Mendes Da Costa to William Huddesford, 20 July 1758’, in 
Nichols, vol. 4, p. 458; Arthur MacGregor, ‘William Huddesford, (1732–1772): His Role in 
Reanimating the Ashmolean Museum, his Collections, Researches and Support Network’, 
Archives of Natural History 34 (April 2007): p. 58.

103 Bodl. MS Ashmole 1822, fol. 225r.   104 Bodl. MS Ashmole 1822 fol. 226r.
105 Bodl. MS Ashmole 1822 fol. 225r.
106 MacGregor, ‘Huddesford’, pp. 59 and 66; as MacGregor indicates, Fothergill’s 

laments were related in an undated letter from Huddesford to the antiquarian John Loveday, 
received on 12 April 1769. The letter only exists in typescript in the collection of Robert 
William Theodore Gunther in the Museum of the History of Science, Oxford, MS Gunther 
45/2, and reproduced in the appendix to B.F. Roberts, ‘A Note on the Ashmolean Collection 
of Letters Addressed to Edward Lhuyd’, Welsh History Review 7 (1975): pp. 183–185.

107 MacGregor, ‘Huddesford’, p. 59.   108 MacGregor, ‘Huddesford’, p. 59.
109 See Anna Marie Roos, Martin Lister and his Remarkable Daughters: The Art of Science 

in the Seventeenth Century (Oxford, 2018).
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Fothergill readily agreed to Huddesford’s proposal, explaining to 
Huddesford that he wished that the correspondence would impress upon 
its readers ‘on the solid virtue of learned men of the past century in con-
trast to this frivolous age’.110 Lastly, he recommended to Huddesford the 
creation of a new edition of Lister’s Historiae : ‘let the plates be retouched 
from as many originals as can be procured. You have some shells no doubt 
in the Musaeum at Oxford. Procure an able engraver to compare the plates 
with these originals, and amend them when necessary.111

Huddesford subsequently not only reprinted Lister’s Historiae 
Conchyliorum in 1770 from the old copperplates, providing an index key-
ing Lister’s conchological type characteristics to Linnaean taxonomy, but 
he also reprinted from the original plates of Edward Lhwyd’s Lithophylacii 
Britannicii ichnographia [British figured stones] (1699), the first illustrated 
field guide to English fossils.112 Both works continued to be valued sources 
despite changes in the approach to classifying and naming natural history 
specimens, which emerged following publications such as the first edition 
of Linnaeus’s Systema Naturae (1735) with the onset of binomial nomen-
clature in the 1750s.

CONCLUSION

Although Huddesford repurposed Lister and Lhwyd’s book for natural 
historians, its eighteenth- century edition also points to an increasing 
interest in preserving private papers and the material culture of the history 
of science, like the copperplates and prints, for posterity by depositing 
them in public archives and publishing them posthumously. The keepers 
of the Ashmolean, as both natural philosophers and antiquaries were cen-
tral to this process. The natural historian emerged as a public individual 
through his commemoration in posthumously printed editions and in an 
archive and museum, like the Ashmolean; Whiteside as we have seen pur-
chased the papers of Jeremiah Horrox for their preservation. It seems that 
the sense that some scientific collections were worth preservation in public 
institutions (such as the Ashmolean Museum) emerged in the history of 
science in the eighteenth century—before it arose in the nineteenth, and 
even the twentieth centuries, in the history of literature.113 As they 

110 Bodl. MS Ashmole 1822, fols 225–226.
111 Bodl. MS Ashmole 1822, fols 225v.
112 See Anna Marie Roos and Edwin Rose, ‘Lives and Afterlives of the Lithophylacii 

Britannici ichnographia (1699), the First Illustrated Field Guide to English Fossils’, Nuncius 3 
(2018): pp. 505–536.

113 A point made in Roos, Martin Folkes, p. 14.
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 collected, altered, transferred, discussed, and published previous scientific 
works, keepers found ways of authenticating them and thus rendering 
them, if not authoritative sources, at least starting points for further dis-
cussion, experimentation, and classification. At the same time, keepers 
like Whiteside were not only teachers of natural philosophy at Oxford, but 
also contributors towards natural philosophical discovery. Although the 
Ashmolean being was for a time in a parlous state during the unloved 
eighteenth century, with Whiteside and Huddesford at the helm, it devel-
oped into a vibrant centre for natural philosophy preserving and repurpos-
ing important manuscripts and books from Oxford’s scientific past.
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